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PlanMotivation:
Topological Quantum Phase Transition 
Quantum liquids & Spin liquids

Berry Phase as a Quantum Order Parameter
Berry phases & Time reversal invariance
Use of the Berry phases as a topological order 
parameter

Another look at of the Berry phases
Gapped or Gapless
LSM & Berry phases

Θ2 =
�

1
−1

next time



(Classical) Phase Transition
Finite temperature
Phases between different symmetries
Order parameter & Symmetry breaking

Quantum Phase Transition
Zero temperature, Ground state
Phases between different symmetries
Classical Order parameter & Symmetry breaking

Topological Quantum Phase Transition
Quantum Phases among the same symmetry
No Classical Order parameter
Quantum Liquids!

Topological Quantum Phase Transition
&

Symmetry



Quantum Liquids without Symmetry Breaking
Quantum Liquids in Low Dimensional Quantum Systems

Low Dimensionality, Quantum Fluctuations
No Symmetry Breaking  
No Local Order Parameter
Various Phases & Quantum Phase Transitions

Gapped Quantum Liquids in Condensed Matter
Integer & Fractional Quantum Hall States
RVB states in (Doped) Heisenberg Models
Dimer Models of Fermions and Spins
Integer spin chains
Correlated Electrons & Spins with Frustrations
Half filled Kondo Lattice        

How to Classify the Quantum Liquid Phases
Quantized Berry Phase as a Topological Order Parameter

Topological Order
X.G.Wen

Entanglement Entropy to pick up global entanglement



Charge Density Wave (CDW) as a Local Order parameter

Spin Density Wave, Ferromagnets, Antiferromagnets

Conventional (Classical) Order Parameters

Classical Objects as local charges and small magnets 
for Local  Order Parameters

Local Charges : Basic Objects

Local Spins : Basic Objects

(Local) Order Parameters: To characterize the phase



The RVB state by Anderson
Quantum Liquid (Example 1)

|Singlet Pair12� =
1√
2
(| ↑1↓2� − | ↓1↑2�)

|G� =
�

J=Dimer Covering

cJ ⊗ij |Singlet Pairij�

Local Singlet Pairs :
    (Basic Objects)

Purely Quantum Objects are basicPurely Quantum Objects are fundamental
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The RVB state by Pauling
Quantum Liquid (Example 2)

|Bond12� =
1√
2
(|1�+ |2�) =

1√
2
(c†1 + c†2)|0�

|G� =
�

J=Dimer Covering

cJ ⊗ij |Bondij�

Local Covalent Bonds :
 (Basic Objects)

Do Not use the Fermi Sea

Purely Quantum Objects are basicPurely Quantum Objects are fundamental



The RVB state by Pauling
Quantum Liquid (Example 2)

|Bond12� =
1√
2
(|1�+ |2�) =

1√
2
(c†1 + c†2)|0�

|G� =
�

J=Dimer Covering

cJ ⊗ij |Bondij�

Local Covalent Bonds :
 (Basic Objects)

Do Not use the Fermi Sea

Purely Quantum Objects are basicPurely Quantum Objects are fundamental
 T. Kawarabayashi et al, JPSJ 08



How to characterize the phase 
                      Without Symmetry Breaking

Quantum Liquids are Featureless !!

Use Quantum Interference!



“Classical” Observables
Charge density, Spin density,...

“Quantum” Observables !
Quantum Interferences:

Probability Ampliture (overlap)
Aharonov-Bohm Effects
Phase (Gauge) dependent

Quantum Interferences for the Classification

Use  Quantum Interferences To Classify Quantum Liquids

:Berry Connection

:Berry Phase           

�O�G = �G|O|G� = �G�
|O|G�

� = �O�G�

|G�
� = |G�eiφ

O = n↑ ± n↓, · · ·

�G|G + dG� = 1 + �G|dG�

A = �G|dG�

iγ =
�

A

|Gi� = |G�
i�eiφi

�G1|G2� = �G�
1|G�

2�ei(φ1−φ2)



Examples: RVB state by Anderson

No Long Range Order 
  in Spin-Spin Correlation

|G� =
�

J=Dimer Covering

cJ ⊗ij |Singlet Pairij�

|Singlet Pair12� =
1√
2
(| ↑1↓2� − | ↓1↑2�)

Local Singlet Pair is a Basic Object
How to Characterize the Local Singlet Pair ?

|G� =
1√
2
(|↑i↓j� − |↓i↑j�)H = Si · Sj

Use Berry Phase to characterize the Singlet!

Singlet does not carries spin but does Berry phase
γsinglet pair = π mod2π



Generic Heisenberg Models (with frustrations)

U(1) twist as a Local Probe to define Berry Phases

Quantized Berry Phases for Spin Liquids

H =
�

ij

JijSi · Sj

H(x = e
iθ)

C = {x = e
iθ|θ : 0→ 2π}

Si · Sj →
1
2
(e−iθSi+Sj− + e+iθSi−Sj+) + SizSjz

Parameter dependent Hamiltonian

Define Berry Phases  by the Entire Many Spin Wavefunction

∀j, Sj → Θ−1
T SjΘT = −Sj

Time Reversal Invariant

γC =
�

C
Aψ =

�

C
�ψ|dψ� =

�
0
π

: mod 2π

Quantization 

Time Reversal ( Anti-Unitary ) Invariance

Require excitation Gap! 

Only link <ij>

Z2



Parameter Dependent Hamiltonian

Berry Connections
Berry Phases
Phase Ambiguity of the eigen state

Berry phases are not well-defined without

                                         specifying the gauge

Well Defined up to mod        

Berry Connection and Gauge Transformation

Aψ = �ψ|dψ� = �ψ| d
dxψ�dx.

|ψ(x)� = |ψ�(x)�eiΩ(x)

Aψ = A�
ψ + idΩ = A�

ψ + i
dΩ
dx

dx

(Abelian)iγC(Aψ) =
�

C
Aψ

γC(Aψ) = γC(Aψ�) +
�

C
dΩ

Gauge Transformation

2π × (integer) if eiΩ is single valued
2π

γC(Aψ) ≡ γC(Aψ�) mod 2π

H(x)|ψ(x)� = E(x)|ψ(x)�, �ψ(x)|ψ(x)� = 1.

(Also Non-Abelian extension)



Anti-Unitary Operator 

Berry Phases and Anti-Unitary Operation
AΨ = �Ψ|dΨ� =

�

J

C∗
JdCJ

AΘΨ = �ΨΘ|dΨΘ� =
�

J

CJdC∗
J = −AΨ

Anti-Unitary Operator and Berry Phases

�

J

C∗
JCJ = �Ψ|Ψ� = 1|Ψ� =

�

J

CJ |J�

|ΨΘ� = Θ|Ψ� =
�

J

C∗
J |JΘ�, |JΘ� = Θ|J�

γC(AΘΨ) = −γC(AΨ)

Θ = KUΘ, K : Complex conjugate
UΘ : Unitary (parameter independent)

(Time Reversal, Particle-Hole)

�

J

dC∗
JCJ +

�

J

C∗
JdCJ =0



Anti-Unitary Symmetry 

Invariant State   

ex. Unique Eigen State

To be compatible with the ambiguity, 

  the Berry Phases have to be quantized as

Anti-Unitary Invariant State and
 Quantized Berry Phases

[H(x),Θ] = 0

∃ϕ, |ΨΘ� = Θ|Ψ� = |Ψ�eiϕ

� |Ψ� Gauge Equivalent
(Different Gauge)

γC(AΨ) = −γC(AΘΨ) ≡ −γC(AΨ), mod2π

γC(AΨ) =
�

0
π

mod2π

Θ2 =
�

1
−1



General Scheme for Quantum Liquids

Frustrated Quantum Spins
Fermions and spins with Dimerization
Kondo Lattice at Half filling
t-J model with Spin gap
 ...

Anti-Unitary Invariance with probes

Finite Energy Gap above the ground state multiplet
allow (approximate) degeneracy

[H(x),Θ] = 0

En
er

gy

Parameter
(Local Probe) x

Requirement

Applications

Gap



Numerical Evaluation of the Berry Phases (incl. non-Abelian)

(1) Discretize the periodic parameter space
x0, x1, · · · , xN = x0

xn = eiθn θn+1 = θn + ∆θn

θ0 = 0, θN = 2π
∀∆θn → 0

(2) Obtain eigen vectors

(3) Define Berry connection in a discretized form

King-Smith & Vanderbilt ’93 (polarization in solids)
Luscher ’82 (Lattice Gauge Theory)

T. Fukui, H. Suzuki & YH ’05 (Chern numbers)

An = Im log�ψn|ψn+1�

H(xn)|ψi
n� = E

i(xn)|ψi
n�

(4) Evaluate the Berry phase

Z2 Gauge invariant even
     after the discretization

An = Im log det Dn, {Dn}ij = �ψi
n|ψ

j
n+1�

Independent of the choice of the phase |ψn� → |ψn��eiΩn

= Im log�ψ0|ψ1��ψ1|ψ� · · · = Im log det D1D2 · · · Dnγ =
N−1�

n=0

An

non-Abelian

non-Abelian
( )

Convenient for Numerics



Local Probes for Gapped Quantum Liquids

Quantized Berry Phase 
As

A Local Topological Order Parameter

: Local Order Parameter for the link

H({xi�j�}) : xij =
�

e
iθ �i�j�� = �ij�
1 otherwise

Do Not Need 
            Symmetry Breaking

γCij �ij�

3 Possibilities for each link

{γij = 0, γij = π, gapless}

Many Body Gap may collapse
                      by the local probes

“Edge States”



Local Singlet Pair with U(1) twist

Berry phase of the twisted singlet pair

Q. Berry phase of the Local Singlet Pair

A = ψ†dψ

ψ =






i 1√
2

eiArg (a−beiθ)

�
1

−e−iθ

�
|a| > |b|

i 1√
2

eiArg (b−ae−iθ)

�
−eiθ

1

�
|a| < |b|

: a, b ∈ C(gauge parameters)

θ = θA − θB

γ = −i

�
A =

�
−π |a| > |b|
π |a| < |b|

γsinglet pair = π mod2π
A singlet does not carry spin 
           but the Berry phase

|GAB� =
1√
2
(eiθ/2|↑A↓B�� − e−iθ/2|↓A↑B��) = |Ψ��Ωg

π



Quantization of the Berry phases protects from 

continuous change

Adiabatic Continuation & the Quantization

Adiabatic Continuation in a gapped system

Renormalization Group in a gapless system
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Strong bonds

:       bonds

AF bonds

:       bonds

Local Order Parameters of Singlet Pairs 
1D AF-AF,AF-F Dimers

Strong Coupling Limit of the AF Dimer link is a gapped 
unique ground state.

AF-AF

F-AF

AF-AF case

π

F-AF case

πHida

Y.H., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 75  123601 (2006)



Local Order Parameters of the Haldane Phase 
Heisenberg Spin Chains with integer S

No Symmetry Breaking by the Local Order Parameter
“String Order”: Non-Local Order Parameter!

S=1

H = J

�

�ij�

Si · Sj + D

�

i

(Sz
i )2

(Si)2 = S(S + 1), S = 1

D < DC

D > DC

Describe the Quantum Phase Transition locally

c.f. S=1/2, 1D dimers, 2D with Frustrations, Ladders
 t-J with Spin gap (published before)

Y.H., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 75  123601 (2006)



Topological Classification of Gapped Spin Chains
✦ S=1,2 dimerized Heisenberg model

J1 = cos θ, J2 = sin θ

2

the Abelian Berry connection obtained by the single-
valued normalized ground state |GS(!)! of H(!) as
A(!) = "GS(!)|"!|GS(!)!. This Berry phase is real
and quantized to 0 or # (mod 2#) if the Hamiltonian
H(!) is invariant under the anti-unitary operation !,
i.e. [H(!),!] = 0 [3]. Note that the Berry phase is
undefined if the gap between the ground state and the
excited states vanishes while varying the parameter !.
We use a local spin twist on a link as a generic param-
eter in the definition of the Berry phase [1]. Under this
local spin twist, the following term S+

i S!
j + S!

i S+
j in

the Hamiltonian is replaced with ei!S+
i S!

j + e!i!S!
i S+

j ,
where S±

i = Sx
i ±iSy

i . The Berry phase defined by the re-
sponse to the local spin twists extracts a local structure of
the quantum system. By this quantized Berry phase, one
can define a link-variable. Then each link has one of three
labels: “0-bond”, “#-bond”, or “undefined”. It has a re-
markable property that the Berry phase has topological
robustness against the small perturbations unless the en-
ergy gap between the ground state and the excited states
closes. In order to calculate the Berry phase numerically,
we introduce a gauge-invariant Berry phase[1, 33]. It is
defined by discretizing the parameter space of ! into N
points as

$N = #
N!

n=1

argA(!n), (1)

where A(!n) is defined by A(!n) = "GS(!n)|GS(!n+1)!
!N+1 = !1. We simply expect $ = limN"# $N .

First we consider S = 1, 2 dimerized Heisenberg mod-
els

H =
N/2!

i=1

(J1S2i · S2i+1 + J2S2i+1 · S2i+2) (2)

where Si is the spin-1 or 2 operators on the i-th site and
N is the total number of sites. The periodic boundary
condition is imposed as SN+i = Si for all of the models
in this paper. J1 and J2 are parametrized as J1 = sin%
and J2 = cos%, respectively. We consider the case of
0 < % < #/2 in this paper. The ground state is composed
of an ensemble of N/2 singlet pairs in limits of % $ 0
and % $ #/2. The system is equivalent to the isotropic
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain at % = #/4. Based
on the VBS picture, we expect a reconstruction of the
valence bonds by chainging %.

Figure. 1(a) and (b) show the % dependence of the
Berry phase on the link with J1 coupling and J2 cou-
pling with S = 1, N = 14 and S = 2, N = 10, respec-
tively. The region with the Berry phase # is shown by
the bold line. There are several quantum phase transi-
sions characterized by the Berry phase as the topologi-
cal order parameters. The boundary of the two regions
with di"erent Berry phases 0 and # does not have a well-
defined Berry phase, since the energy gap closes during

 0  0.5  1  1.5  2

(b)

(c)

(4,0) (3,1) (2,2) (1,3) (0,4)

(a)
(2,0) (1,1) (0,2)

FIG. 1: The Berry phases on the local link of (a) the S = 1
periodic N = 14 and (b) the S = 2 periodic N = 10 dimer-
ized Heisenberg chains, and (c) the S = 2 periodic N = 10
Heisenberg chain with single-ion anisotropy. The Berry phase
is ! on the bold line while that is 0 on the other line. We la-
bel the region of the dimerized Heisenberg chains using the
set of two numbers as (n, m). The phase boundaries in the
finite size system are "c1 = 0.531237, "c2 = 0.287453 and
"c3 = 0.609305, respectively. The Berry phase in (a) and (b)
has an inversion symmetry with respect to " = !/4.

the change of the local twist parameter !. Since the
Berry phase is undefined at the boundaries, there exists
the level crossing which implies the existence of the gap-
less excitation in the thermodynamic limit. This result is
consistent with the previously discussed results[28], that
the general integer-S extended string order parameters
changes as the dimerization changes. The phase diagram
defined by our topological order parameter is consistent
with the one by the non-local string order parameter. In
an N = 10 system with S = 2, the phase boundaries are
%c2 = 0.287453, %c3 = 0.609305, and it is consistent with
the results obtained by using the level spectroscopy which
is based on conformal field theory techniques[34]. Espe-
cially in the one dimensional case, the energy diagram of
the system with twisted link is proportional to that of
the system with twisted boundary conditions. However,
our analysis focus on the quantum property of the wave
functions rather than the energy diagram.

As for the S = 2 Heisenberg model with D-term, we
use the Hamiltonian

H =
N!

i

"
JSi · Si+1 + D (Sz

i )2
#
. (3)

Figure. 1(c) shows the Berry phase of the local link in
the S = 2 Heisenberg model + D-term with N=10. The
parameter J = 1 in our calculations. The region of the
bold line has the Berry phase # and the other region
has the vanishing Berry phase. This result also makes
us possible to consider the Berry phase as a local order
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in this paper. J1 and J2 are parametrized as J1 = sin%
and J2 = cos%, respectively. We consider the case of
0 < % < #/2 in this paper. The ground state is composed
of an ensemble of N/2 singlet pairs in limits of % $ 0
and % $ #/2. The system is equivalent to the isotropic
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain at % = #/4. Based
on the VBS picture, we expect a reconstruction of the
valence bonds by chainging %.

Figure. 1(a) and (b) show the % dependence of the
Berry phase on the link with J1 coupling and J2 cou-
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tively. The region with the Berry phase # is shown by
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the change of the local twist parameter !. Since the
Berry phase is undefined at the boundaries, there exists
the level crossing which implies the existence of the gap-
less excitation in the thermodynamic limit. This result is
consistent with the previously discussed results[28], that
the general integer-S extended string order parameters
changes as the dimerization changes. The phase diagram
defined by our topological order parameter is consistent
with the one by the non-local string order parameter. In
an N = 10 system with S = 2, the phase boundaries are
%c2 = 0.287453, %c3 = 0.609305, and it is consistent with
the results obtained by using the level spectroscopy which
is based on conformal field theory techniques[34]. Espe-
cially in the one dimensional case, the energy diagram of
the system with twisted link is proportional to that of
the system with twisted boundary conditions. However,
our analysis focus on the quantum property of the wave
functions rather than the energy diagram.

As for the S = 2 Heisenberg model with D-term, we
use the Hamiltonian

H =
N!

i

"
JSi · Si+1 + D (Sz

i )2
#
. (3)

Figure. 1(c) shows the Berry phase of the local link in
the S = 2 Heisenberg model + D-term with N=10. The
parameter J = 1 in our calculations. The region of the
bold line has the Berry phase # and the other region
has the vanishing Berry phase. This result also makes
us possible to consider the Berry phase as a local order

S = 2 N = 10S = 1 N = 14

(4,0)

(0,4)

(3,1)

(2,2)

(1,3)

(4,0)

(0,4)

(3,1)

(2,2)

(1,3)

(4,0)

(0,4)

(3,1)

(2,2)

(1,3)

(1,1)

(2,0) (0,2)

: S=1/2 singlet state : Symmetrization

Berry phase Red line denotes the non trivial Berry phase

T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H.,Phys. Rev. B 77 094431 (2008)



Topological Classification of Gapped Spin Chains (cont.)

✦ S=2 Heisenberg model with D-term

2

the Abelian Berry connection obtained by the single-
valued normalized ground state |GS(!)! of H(!) as
A(!) = "GS(!)|"!|GS(!)!. This Berry phase is real
and quantized to 0 or # (mod 2#) if the Hamiltonian
H(!) is invariant under the anti-unitary operation !,
i.e. [H(!),!] = 0 [3]. Note that the Berry phase is
undefined if the gap between the ground state and the
excited states vanishes while varying the parameter !.
We use a local spin twist on a link as a generic param-
eter in the definition of the Berry phase [1]. Under this
local spin twist, the following term S+

i S!
j + S!

i S+
j in

the Hamiltonian is replaced with ei!S+
i S!

j + e!i!S!
i S+

j ,
where S±

i = Sx
i ±iSy

i . The Berry phase defined by the re-
sponse to the local spin twists extracts a local structure of
the quantum system. By this quantized Berry phase, one
can define a link-variable. Then each link has one of three
labels: “0-bond”, “#-bond”, or “undefined”. It has a re-
markable property that the Berry phase has topological
robustness against the small perturbations unless the en-
ergy gap between the ground state and the excited states
closes. In order to calculate the Berry phase numerically,
we introduce a gauge-invariant Berry phase[1, 33]. It is
defined by discretizing the parameter space of ! into N
points as

$N = #
N!

n=1

argA(!n), (1)

where A(!n) is defined by A(!n) = "GS(!n)|GS(!n+1)!
!N+1 = !1. We simply expect $ = limN"# $N .

First we consider S = 1, 2 dimerized Heisenberg mod-
els

H =
N/2!

i=1

(J1S2i · S2i+1 + J2S2i+1 · S2i+2) (2)

where Si is the spin-1 or 2 operators on the i-th site and
N is the total number of sites. The periodic boundary
condition is imposed as SN+i = Si for all of the models
in this paper. J1 and J2 are parametrized as J1 = sin%
and J2 = cos%, respectively. We consider the case of
0 < % < #/2 in this paper. The ground state is composed
of an ensemble of N/2 singlet pairs in limits of % $ 0
and % $ #/2. The system is equivalent to the isotropic
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain at % = #/4. Based
on the VBS picture, we expect a reconstruction of the
valence bonds by chainging %.

Figure. 1(a) and (b) show the % dependence of the
Berry phase on the link with J1 coupling and J2 cou-
pling with S = 1, N = 14 and S = 2, N = 10, respec-
tively. The region with the Berry phase # is shown by
the bold line. There are several quantum phase transi-
sions characterized by the Berry phase as the topologi-
cal order parameters. The boundary of the two regions
with di"erent Berry phases 0 and # does not have a well-
defined Berry phase, since the energy gap closes during

 0  0.5  1  1.5  2

(b)

(c)

(4,0) (3,1) (2,2) (1,3) (0,4)

(a)
(2,0) (1,1) (0,2)

FIG. 1: The Berry phases on the local link of (a) the S = 1
periodic N = 14 and (b) the S = 2 periodic N = 10 dimer-
ized Heisenberg chains, and (c) the S = 2 periodic N = 10
Heisenberg chain with single-ion anisotropy. The Berry phase
is ! on the bold line while that is 0 on the other line. We la-
bel the region of the dimerized Heisenberg chains using the
set of two numbers as (n, m). The phase boundaries in the
finite size system are "c1 = 0.531237, "c2 = 0.287453 and
"c3 = 0.609305, respectively. The Berry phase in (a) and (b)
has an inversion symmetry with respect to " = !/4.

the change of the local twist parameter !. Since the
Berry phase is undefined at the boundaries, there exists
the level crossing which implies the existence of the gap-
less excitation in the thermodynamic limit. This result is
consistent with the previously discussed results[28], that
the general integer-S extended string order parameters
changes as the dimerization changes. The phase diagram
defined by our topological order parameter is consistent
with the one by the non-local string order parameter. In
an N = 10 system with S = 2, the phase boundaries are
%c2 = 0.287453, %c3 = 0.609305, and it is consistent with
the results obtained by using the level spectroscopy which
is based on conformal field theory techniques[34]. Espe-
cially in the one dimensional case, the energy diagram of
the system with twisted link is proportional to that of
the system with twisted boundary conditions. However,
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functions rather than the energy diagram.

As for the S = 2 Heisenberg model with D-term, we
use the Hamiltonian

H =
N!

i

"
JSi · Si+1 + D (Sz

i )2
#
. (3)

Figure. 1(c) shows the Berry phase of the local link in
the S = 2 Heisenberg model + D-term with N=10. The
parameter J = 1 in our calculations. The region of the
bold line has the Berry phase # and the other region
has the vanishing Berry phase. This result also makes
us possible to consider the Berry phase as a local order

S = 2 N = 10

reconstruction of the valence bonds!
:0 magnetization

Berry phase Red line denotes the non trivial Berry phase
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Topological Classification of Generic AKLT (VBS) models

3

parameter of the Haldane spin chains. Our numerical
results for finite size systems support the presence of the
intermediate D-phase [31].

Let us now interpret our numerical results in terms
of the VBS state picture. The VBS state is the exact
ground state of the A!eck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki(AKLT)
model[35]. We shall calculate the Berry phase of the
generalized VBS state with the aid of the chiral AKLT
model[36] and its exact ground state wave function. The
chiral AKLT model is obtained by applying O(2) rotation
of spin operators in the original AKLT model. In our
calculation, it is convenient to introduce the Schwinger
boson representation of the spin operaors as S+

i = a†
i bi,

S!
i = aib

†
i , and Sz

i = (a†
iai ! b†i bi)/2. ai and bi satisfy

the commutation relation [ai, a
†
j ] = [bi, b

†
j ] = !ij with all

other commutators vanishing [37]. The constraint a†
iai +

b†i bi = 2S is imposed to reproduce the dimension of the
spin S Hilbert space at each site. In general, the ground
state of the chiral AKLT model having Bij valence bonds
on the link (ij) is written as

|{"i,j}" =
!

"ij#

"
ei!ij/2a†

i b
†
j ! e!i!ij/2b†ia

†
j

#Bij

|vac",(4)

[36]. This state has nonzero average of vector spin chiral-
ity #Si $Sj · ẑ" unless the twist parameter "ij = 0 or #.
This state is a zero-energy ground state of the following
Hamiltonian:

H({"i,i+1}) =
N$

i=1

2Bi,i+1$

J=Bi,i+1+1

AJP J
i,i+1["i,i+1], (5)

where AJ is the arbitrary positive coe"cient. P J
i,i+1[0]

is the polynomial in Si · Si+1 and act as a projection
operator projecting the bond spin J i,i+1 = Si + Si+1

onto the subspace of spin magnitude J . The replacement
S+

i S!
i+1 +S!

i S+
i+1 % ei!i,i+1S+

i S!
i+1 + e!i!i,i+1S!

i S+
i+1 in

Si · Si+1 produces P J
i,i+1["i,i+1] in Eq. (5).

Now we shall explicitly show that the Berry phase of
the VBS state extracts the local number of the valence
bonds Bij as Bij#(mod 2#). Let us now consider the
local twist of the parameters "ij = "!ij,12 and rewrite
the ground state |{"i,j}" as |"". To calculate the Berry
phase of the VBS state, the following relation is useful:

i$12 = iB12# + i

% 2"

0
Im[#"|%!|""]/N (")d", (6)

where $12 is the Berry phase of the bond (12) and
N (") = #"|"". Note that the first term of the right hand
side comes from the gauge fixing of the multi-valued wave
function to the single-valued function. Then, the only
thing to do is to evaluate the imaginary part of the con-
nection A(") = #"|%!|"".

Let us first consider the S = 1 VBS state as the sim-
plest example. In this case, Bi,i+1 = 1 for any bond and

the VBS state with a local twist is given by

|"" =
"
ei!/2a†

1b
†
2 ! e!i!/2b†1a

†
2

# N!

i=2

"
a†

i b
†
i+1 ! b†ia

†
i+1

#
|vac".

(7)
It is convenient to introduce the singlet creation operator
s† = (a†

1b
†
2 ! b†1a

†
2) and the triplet (Jz = 0) creation

operator t† = (a†
1b

†
2 + b†1a

†
2). We can rewrite the bond

(12) part of the VBS state (ei!/2a†
1b

†
2 ! e!i!/2b†1a

†
2)

as (cos!
2 s† + isin!

2 t†). Then %!|"" can be written
as %!|"" = (!1/2)sin("/2)|0" + (i/2)cos("/2)|1",
where |0" and |1" are s†

&
(a†

i b
†
i+1 ! b†ia

†
i+1)|vac" and

t†
&

(a†
i b

†
i+1 ! b†ia

†
i+1)|vac", respectively. It is now

obvious that the imaginary part of A(") vanishes
since the state |1" having a total spin Stotal = 1 is
orthogonal to the state |0" with Stotal = 0. Therefore,
the Berry phase of this state is given by $12 = #.
Next we shall consider a more general situation with
arbitrary Bij . We can also express the VBS state
with a local twist on the bond (12) in terms of
s† and t† as |"" = (cos!

2 s† + isin!
2 t†)B12(· · · )|vac",

where (· · · ) denotes the rest of the VBS state. By
using the binomial expansion, |"" can be rewritten
as |"" =

'B12
k=0

(B12
k

)
(cos("/2))B12!k(isin("/2))k|k",

where |k" = (s†)B12!k(t†)k(· · · )|vac" is the state with k
triplet bonds on the link (12). In a parallel way, %!|"" =
(1/2)

'B12
k=0

(B12
k

)
(cos("/2))B12!k(isin("/2))k(k cot("/2)!

(B12 ! k) tan("/2))|k". To see that the imaginary part
of the connection A(") is zero, we have to show that
Im#k|l" = 0 when k and l have the same parity(even
or odd) and Re#k|l" = 0 when k and l have di#erent
parities. This can be easily shown by using the coherent
state representation of the Schwinger bosons [37]. Then
we can obtain the Berry phase as $12 = B12# (mod 2#)
using the relation (6). This result means that the Berry
phase of the Haldane spin chains counts the number of
the edge states[8] which emerge when the spin chain
is truncated on the bond (12). Thus, it relates to the
property of the topological phase. Finally, it should be
stressed that our calculation of the Berry phase is not
restricted to one-dimensional VBS states but can be
generalized to the VBS state on a arbitrary graph as
long as there is a gap while varying the twist parameter.

Now, let us consider the previous two models in terms
of the VBS picture. For the S = 2 dimerized Heisen-
berg model, the number of the valence bonds changes
as the & changes as Fig. 2. Since the number of the va-
lence bonds on a local link can be computed by the Berry
phase, we can clearly see that the reconstruction of the
valence bonds occurs during the change of the dimeriza-
tion. Thus, the result of the Berry phase is consistent
with the VBS picture. For the S = 2 Heisenberg chain
with single-ion anisotropy, the valence bonds are broken
one by one as D increases. We can see that the Berry
phase reflects the number of the local bonds as well as
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Twist the link of the generic AKLT model

Berry phase on a link (ij)
γij = Bijπ mod 2π

The Berry phase counts the number of the valence bonds!

S=1/2 objects are fundamental in S=1&2 spin chains

FRACTIONALIZATION

S=1/2

Contribute to the 
Entanglement Entropy 

as of Edge states

T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H.,Phys. Rev. B 77 094431 (2008)



Local Order Parameters of the Zhang-Rice singlet 
t-J model with low particle density

finite spin gap with low energy multiplet with charge fluctuation

Uniform　 Berry Ph. of the multipletπ

Si · Sj →
1
2
(e−iθSi+Sj− + e+iθSi−Sj+) + SizSjz

Zhang-Rice singlet carries     Berry phase

H
tJ =

�

ij

�
− t

�

σ

c
†
iσcjσ + h.c. + J(Si · Sj −

1
4
ninj)

�

Spin Gap

Low energy multiplet 
 with charge fluctuation

Spectral flow by the local twist

Movie: spectral fluw with  
(small J to large J)

π

1D&2D up to 26 sites

θ

I. Maruyama and Y.H.,JPSJ 76, 074603 (2007).
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2D, Ladders (S=1/2), t-J (spin gapped)

Y.H., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 75  123601 (2006), J. Phys. Cond. Matt.19, 145209 (2007)



γC = π

Local Order Parameters of Dimer Pairs 
2D Extended SSH ( Su-Schrieffer-Heeger) Model

Strong Coupling Limit has a gapped unique ground state.

t’/t=0.7

Distribution of the Quantized Berry Phases

Quantum Phase Transition

  with (local) Gap Closing

Y.H., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 75  123601 (2006)

 T. Kawarabayashi et al, JPSJ 08



Another Use of the Berry Phases

Excitations
Gapped or Gapless

“Degeneracy and Consistency Condition of Berry phases: Gap Closing under the Twist” 

Translational symmetry of the system

Gauge invariance & Gap

Berry phasesCONSTRAINT

T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H. , to appear in PRB arXiv;0803.3185 



Gapped or Gapless

Spin-S Heisenberg chain

Low energy excitation

k

J. des Cloizeaux and J. J. Pearson (1962)

�ω(k)

2JS

π−π

Gapless Excitation

S=integerS=half-odd-integer

Gapped excitation

Open Periodic

E

Degeneracy

F. M. D. Haldane (1983)

example



Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem 
                           and their extensions

Magnetization plateau
Topological aspect of  Luttinger’s theorem
Ferrimagnets

E. H. Lieb, T. Schultz, and D. J. Mattis  (1961)

Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem

|EX! = Utwist|GS! |GS!

|EX! : Trial excited state

: Ground state

Utwist : Twist operator

Construct the trial excited state by gradually rotating the spins.

!E = !EX|H|EX" # !GS|H|GS"

Translational symmetry
Reflection symmetry

Expansion of the twist operator
Using...

! !E ! O(1/N)
S=half-odd-integer

Application
Gapless excitation

or
Degeneracy

M. Oshikawa, M. Yamanaka and I. Affleck  (1997)
I. Affleck and E. H. Lieb (1986)



Berry Phase in Quantum Spin Chains

Berry phase defined on a link

:U(1) gauge field

:Berry connection
:Berry phase

Definition of Berry phase

Si · Sj
ei!S

+

i S
!

j + e!i!S
+

i S
!

j

2
+ S

z
i S

z
j

(Time reversal symmetry)

Berry phase is defined only when the gap is stable

the gauge transformations. The 1D Heisenberg Hamiltonian

Hi = ei!S+
i S!

i+1+e!i!S!
i S+

i+1
2 + Sz

i Sz
i+1 +

!
j !=i Sj ·Sj+1

of a spin located at the boundary of the twisted link

H =

!

j

Sj · Sj+1



T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H. , to appear in PRB arXiv;0803.3185 

Local Gauge Transformation and Berry phases

52Chapter 7 Degeneracy and consistency condition of Berry phases: Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem and its extension

result is also related to the LSM theorem, and is complementary to the several studies of Berry phase in the
gapped systems [18–20, 40, 54]. Our discussions are applicable to the spin ladder models, the Kondo lattice
models, the periodic Anderson models, quantum Hall systems, the molecular magnets and so on[84–87].

7.2 Gapless excitations of the Heisenberg model
Since it is di!cult to obtain the Berry phase by the analytical calculations in general, we rely on the numerical

calculations in most cases. However, we can discuss some general properties of the Berry phase by considering
the gauge transformations of the systems. Now we clarify the relationship between the local Berry phase and
the gauge transformations. The 1D Heisenberg Hamiltonian with local U(1) link twist ! on a link (i, i + 1) is

Hi = ei!S+
i S!

i+1+e!i!S!
i S+

i+1
2 + Sz

i Sz
i+1 +

!
j !=i Sj ·Sj+1. In the 1D spin system, the U(1) gauge transformation

of a spin located at the boundary of the twisted link can move the local twist to the next link beyond the
gauge transformed site. In this case, for example, Hj and Hj+1 are related by the U(1) gauge transformation
of the spin operator on the site-2 Uj+1 = ei(S"Sz

j+1)! as Hj+1 = U†
j+1HjU2. Here we have already fixed the

gauge of the state to be the single valued by multiplying the phase factor eiS". The eigenstates of them has
one to one correspondence as |"j+1! = U†

j+1|"j!, where |"j! and |"j+1! are the eigenstates of Hj and Hj+1

with same eigen energy, respectively.
Next, we assume the following statement: The ground state is unique and gapped during the twisting. This

assumption ensures the defined Berry phase. We gauge transform the Berry connection

Aj = ""j |#!|"j!,

= ""j+1|Uj+1#!

"
U†

j+1|"j+1!
#

,

= Aj+1 +
$
S # ""j+1|Sz

j+1|"j+1!
%
. (7.1)

Then the relation of the Berry phases between the two Hamiltonians is

$j+1 =
&

(S # ""j |Sz
j+1|"j!)d! + $j , (7.2)

where $j and $j+1 are the Berry phases which is obtained from the Hj and Hj+1, respectively. Since the 1D
Heisenberg chain has the time reversal symmetry, the second term of the integrand vanishes. Therefore, we
obtain

$j = 2%S + $j+1. (7.3)

Especially in the 1D spin chains, we can determine all of the local Berry phases from one local Berry phase
by using this relation recursively. It yields $j = $j+1 if the spin magnitude is integer, and $j = $j+1 + % if the
spin magnitude is half odd integer.

On the other hand, we obtain $j = $j+1 since the system has the translational symmetry. These two results
contains the contradiction when the spin magnitude is half odd integer, since the Berry phases need to satisfy
the relation $j = $j+1 +% and $j = $j+1 simultaneously. The only way to overcome the contradiction is to get
the Berry phase undefined, which means our assumption “The ground state is unique and gapped during the
twisting.” is no longer valid in this case. This is consistent with the result obtained in the references[80, 88, 89].
They confirmed that the % twist in spin-half-odd-integer Heisenberg models induces the accidental degeneracies
in the spectra.

Thus, we conclude that the Berry phase is “undefined” for the spin half-odd integer Heisenberg model.
Therefore, since we know the uniqueness of the ground state by applying the Peron-Frobenius-theorem, we
obtain the consistent result with the LSM theorem *1.

*1 We can show it using the F symmetry[80] of the Hamiltonian and the excited state constructed from the doubly degenerate
GSs of H(!). In order to show it, we evaluate the energy gap between the GS of H(0) and the H(!), and the GS of H(!)
and expectation value of H(!) via the GS of the H(!). It yields the O(L!1) excitation energy.
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Twisted Hamiltonians and their local gauge transformation

Gauge transformation &  Berry connection
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On the other hand, we obtain $j = $j+1 since the system has the translational symmetry. These two results
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the Berry phase undefined, which means our assumption “The ground state is unique and gapped during the
twisting.” is no longer valid in this case. This is consistent with the result obtained in the references[80, 88, 89].
They confirmed that the % twist in spin-half-odd-integer Heisenberg models induces the accidental degeneracies
in the spectra.

Thus, we conclude that the Berry phase is “undefined” for the spin half-odd integer Heisenberg model.
Therefore, since we know the uniqueness of the ground state by applying the Peron-Frobenius-theorem, we
obtain the consistent result with the LSM theorem *1.

*1 We can show it using the F symmetry[80] of the Hamiltonian and the excited state constructed from the doubly degenerate
GSs of H(!). In order to show it, we evaluate the energy gap between the GS of H(0) and the H(!), and the GS of H(!)
and expectation value of H(!) via the GS of the H(!). It yields the O(L!1) excitation energy.
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Vanishes due to time 
reversal symmetry.

     Constraint for the Berry phases :                                    

Local gauge transformation assuming the stable gap
gauge transformation



T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H. , to appear in PRB arXiv;0803.3185 

Can be always gapped 
under the twist

Consistency condition of the Berry phase

Local gauge transformation

Translational invariance

Spin-S Heisenberg chain

Level crossing under the twist
(Suggests gapless excitation)

Consistent with LSM theorem

S=1/2 S=1
Breakdown of 
the assumption

!i!1i = !ii+1 + 2"S mod 2!



Can be always gapped 
under the twist

Fermionic systems

Hubbard model

Level crossing under the twist
(Suggests gapless excitation)

! : filling factor

! ! Z! !" Z
Breakdown of 
the assumption

Uj = e
inj!Gauge transformation:

Local gauge transformation

Translational invariance

!i!1i = !ii+1 + 2"S mod 2!

H =

!

!ij"

"

tc
†
i cj + h.c. + Vijninj

#
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Non-Abelian extension

Definition of non-Abelian Berry phases

A
(M)

= !
†
!!!

Gauge transformation

M states

!M
ij =

!
d"A

(M)
ij

! = {|!(1)
ij !, |!(2)

ij !, · · · , |!(M)
ij !}

non-Abelian Berry connection (Matrix)

U(1) part of U(M) non-Abelian Berry phase

index of ground states
index of links

!M
j!1j = !M

jj+1 + 2"M# ! =

p

q

There exists a multiplet of q-fold cluster 
in the low energy sector

with mutual co-prime p and q.mod 2!

The gap above it can be stable under the twist

T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H. , to appear in PRB arXiv;0803.3185 



Applied to various quantum models
Translational symmetry

Reflection symmetry

Other geometrical symmetry

Magnetization plateau and commensurability (Oshikawa 
et.al.)

Can be applied to the molecular magnets with DM interaction

1.0

0.0

1.0

En
er
gy

DM interactions
Gauge transformation 
of the sites in

L R

L R

(a) (b)

Gauge transformation of the sites in the unit layer

Unit layerUnit layer
Magnetization plateau

Fermionic systems

Ferrimagnets...

Molecular magnets with DM interactions

Majumdar-Gohsh model...

Ladders & more Symmetry
T. Hirano, H. Katsura, and Y.H. , to appear in PRB arXiv;0803.3185 



Summary
Anti-Unitary Symmetry and Quantized Berry Phase

Q. Berry phases as Quantum Order Parameters

Generic Integer Spin Chain & Fractionalization
Haldane Spins Chains

Valence Bonds imply fractionalization

t-J model with Degenerate charge sector
 Berry phase of the Zhang-Rice singlet

Symmetry of the Berry phases and Gap
Consistency condition: Constraint



Topological/Quantum Orders
are 

Not Merely Fancy
 But 

Quite Useful
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